
Jailbreak
The great King Kapish has prisoned Pushap, for he loves the princess Padmavati. To make sure
that Pushap and Padmavati never meet again, King Kapish has kept Pushap in his most
mysterious of jail.

This jail is built in a 2D rectangular grid fashion, containing M*N prison cells. The entrance gate
for jail is at bottom left corner (0,0). The mysteriousness of this jail comes from the fact that once a
prisoner is taken from entrance gate (0,0) to any prison cell, then that prisoner can escape only if
he comes back to the entrance visiting the cells used on his way from entrance to his prison cell.
Note that in the escape, it is not required for the prisoner to trace the exact path or visit all the
cells used on his way up, rather the condition is to use/visit only those prison cells used on his
way up. Additionally, when the prisoner is taken from entrance (0,0) to a prison cell, they can
fathom upto 2 cells in a single move/step in either upward direction or right direction. And when
the prisoner is escaping, he can fathom upto 2 cells in a single move/step in either downward or
left direction.

King Kapish orders to jail prisoner Pushap in cell (M-1,N-1).

You, being a common friend to Pushap and Padmavati, have to help Pushap escape the prison.
Tell him the number of ways in which he can go up to cell (M-1,N-1) and then come back
following the procedure described above. Please refer explanation part to know more.

Input

First line contains T, the number of test cases.

Each test case contains 2 space separated integers, M and N.

Output

Output exactly T lines, each containing the required answer modulo 10^9 + 7.

Example

Input:

3

2 2

2 3

3 4

Output:

2

7

66

 



Constraints:

1 <= T <= 10

1 < M,N <= 500

Example:

For (M,N) = (2,3), one valid way to go up to prison cell and come back is as follows:

Path taken for going from (0,0) to (1,2) = (0,0) -> (0,1) -> (0,2) -> (1,2).

Path taken for going from (1,2) to (0,0) = (1,2) -> (0,2) -> (0,0).
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